
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Mathematics - Year 11
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year Autumn/Spring/Summer 1 Autumn/Spring 2
Knowledge to be
taught

Topics will be devised around individual groups need in light of their most
recent mock assessment. Curriculum will include a mixture of topic focus
lessons, revision session, past paper lessons, Walking talking Mocks, Problem
solving lessons, Exam techniques, Computer room lessons and some
independent study lessons.

Topics will be devised around individual groups need in light of their most recent
mock assessment. Curriculum will include a mixture of topic focus lessons, revision
session, past paper lessons, Walking talking Mocks, Problem solving lessons, Exam
techniques, Computer room lessons and some independent study lessons.

Key Words Calculate, Change, Complete, Describe, Draw, Sketch, Expand, Expand and
simplify, Explain, Express, Factorise, factorise fully, Find, Give a reason, Justify,
Prove, Prove algebraically, Show, Simplify, Simplify fully, Solve, Write down,
Write, Work out

Calculate, Change, Complete, Describe, Draw, Sketch, Expand, Expand and simplify,
Explain, Express, Factorise, factorise fully, Find, Give a reason, Justify, Prove, Prove
algebraically, Show, Simplify, Simplify fully, Solve, Write down, Write, Work out

Links to prior
knowledge

At the end of year 10, students complete a mock exam which provides
us with topics these students need to focus on.
Year 11 includes revisiting prior knowledge that requires more
understanding.

At the end of year 10, students complete a mock exam which provides us
with topics these students need to focus on.
Year 11 includes revisiting prior knowledge that requires more
understanding.

How knowledge is
assessed

Knowledge is assessed through both a formative and a summative
approach. Teachers will use some of the following:

● Quizzes
● Retrieval Starter questions
● Teacher questioning throughout the lessons
● Mini white boards
● True or false activities
● Student’s discussion and presentations

Knowledge is assessed through both a formative and a summative
approach. Teachers will use some of the following:

● Quizzes
● Retrieval Starter questions
● Teacher questioning throughout the lessons
● Mini white boards
● True or false activities
● Student’s discussion and presentations



● Hegarty Maths
● Dr Frost Maths

● Exit ticket questions

Teachers will formally assess two full sets of mock exams, one in the
Autumn term and one in the Spring term.  Teachers will also use book
looks, homework and exit ticket questions to feedback to students.

● Hegarty Maths
● Dr Frost Maths

● Exit ticket questions

Teachers will formally assess two full sets of mock exams, one in the
Autumn term and one in the Spring term.  Teachers will also use book
looks, homework and exit ticket questions to feedback to students.

How gaps will be
addressed

At the start of the year teachers will have question level analysis of the
student’s Mock papers allowing us to know students starting point, so
we can address any gaps in knowledge, through our differentiated
activities.

Therapy lessons will take place after each end of half term
assessment, this could be whole class therapy and/or individual
therapy which will allow students to address their individual areas for
development and for teachers to pick up on any common
mistakes/misconception.

Students are encouraged to take responsibility for their own learning,
students will be expected to catch up on any work from missed
lessons. If a student is finding a topic challenging we encourage them
carry out some independent work on Mathswatch and to speak to
their teacher early on.

Teachers will also use the ICT lessons that take place once a fortnight
to have individualised conversations with students and complete small
group work to help close gaps.

Staff take small group intervention groups that change once a week
throughout the year. We also utilise an outside tutor who works with
multiple small groups for periods of time.

At the start of the year teachers will have question level analysis of the
students KS2 SATS paper allowing us to know students starting point, so we
can address any gaps in knowledge, through our differentiated activities.

Therapy lessons will take place after each end of half term assessment, this
could be whole class therapy and/or individual therapy which will allow
students to address their individual areas for development and for teachers
to pick up on any common mistakes/misconception.

Students are encouraged to take responsibility for their own learning,
students will be expected to catch up on any work from missed lessons. If a
student is finding a topic challenging we encourage them carry out some
independent work on Hegarty and to speak to their teacher early on.

Teachers will also use the ICT lessons that take place once a fortnight to
have individualised conversations with students and complete small group
work to help close gaps.

Staff take small group intervention groups that change once a week
throughout the year. We also utilise an outside tutor who works with
multiple small groups for periods of time.



Cultural capital
lessons

Problem solving will be embedded into lessons where students will
learn to UNPACK problems pulling together different mathematical
skills.

Links to ‘real life’ maths will be made to give concept to mathematical
skills.

Problem solving will be embedded into lessons where students will learn to
UNPACK problems pulling together different mathematical skills.

Links to ‘real life’ maths will be made to give concept to mathematical skills.


